Speedliner 1600 AC / DC 2 stages
Cleaning / Polishing / Marking

Smartliner 500+ AC
Cleaning and Polishing

Speedliner Performance 3-stages
Cleaning / Polishing / Marking

Smartliner 800+ AC
Cleaning and Polishing

The first stage is for cleaning (AC) with a single or double
brush. The Finish Easy Duo system (see reverse) can also be
used here. TIG and MIG weld seams are cleaned and
passivated quickly and efficiently.
The second stage is for high-gloss polishing (DC) with a single
or double brush. 100% duty cycle up to a peak power of 100
amperes. Cleaning and high-gloss polishing with electrolyte
special. Markin light and dark.

Smartliner 500+ AC Basic-Set
Art.-No. 100311

Professional cleaning device for the handrail builder and stainless
steel processor. Use on construction sites and in the workshop.

Smartliner 800+ AC Basic-Set
Art.-No. 100312

2-stage professional cleaning device for pipeline and railing
construction on construction sites and in the workshop.
Use of the Finish Easy Duo system possible.
Cable extension up to 8 meters working radius possible.

Smartstation XL - The ideal workplace

Speedliner 1600 AC / DC Basic-Set
Art.-No.: 100460

Extraction with exchangeable
activated carbon filter

Speedliner 1600 AC / DC in the basic set with the necessary
equipment to get started right away.
Cable extension up to 8 meters working radius possible.
Stainless steel splash

Speedliner Performance Power Pack
Art.-No. 100562
Clean and polish MIG / MAG and TIG welds.
Cleaning of large areas using the Finish-Easy Surface Cleaner
(replaces pickling). With an extensive range, including Caddy
workshop trolley, Finish-Easy 1-fold, 2-fold and surface cleaner.
Cable extension possible up to a working radius of 12 meters.

Pressure spray device

Speedliner 1600 AC/DC
Cleaning and polishing
device

Megaliner 3800 Heavy Duty AC / DC Power-Pack

Electrolyte supply with
hose package

Paper roll
Fresh water tank

Electrolyte container
Sewage container

Smartstation XL

Smartstation XXL

Art.-No. 100520

Art.-No. 100518

The Smartstation XL is the ideal workplace for professional stainless
steel surface processing. You can clean, polish and mark stainless steel
components on a work surface of 1150 x 650 mm with the integrated
Speedliner 1600 AC / DC cleaning device.
The new, innovative electrolyte feed "iServe" automatically transports
electrolyte to the 1 or 2 carbon fiber brush.
Speedliner 1600 AC / DC Power-Pack
Art.-No. 100462
Speedliner 1600 AC / DC in a power pack with extensive
equipment including a practical Caddy workshop trolley and
Finish Easy 1-fold brush with holder.
Cable extension up to 8 meters working radius possible.

The Smartstation is also available in an XXL
version, with a huge work surface of 2200 x 1000
mm, 2 suction modules, 2 spray devices and the
Megaliner Heavy Duty cleaning device.
2 users can clean stainless steel components at the
same time.

The suction with exchangeable activated carbon filter ensures that process
vapors are kept away from the user and transported away. Expensive filter
cartridges are not necessary.
Thanks to the memory-optimized control, the electrolyte supply and
suction start automatically as soon as the button on the handle is pressed.
After pressing the button again, the electrolyte supply is stopped and the
suction continues for a moment until it also stops.
The liquid fill level can be easily recognized by the transparent canisters
(electrolyte, fresh water, waste water).

More Informationen at www.inoxliner.com

Art.-No.: 100456-PP
Powerful cleaning and polishing device for use in container and
pipeline construction. With the use of the Surface-Cleaner XXL in
conjunction with iServe (see reverse), large areas are cleaned and
passivated. This completely replaces the toxic pickling. Up to 2
employees can clean with the Megaliner at the same time. The use
of the Finish Easy systems rounds off the equipment that can be
used for this device.
In DC mode, the gloss level of the surface is determined by means
of an adjustable potentiometer from slightly glossy to mirror gloss.
Cable extension possible up to a working radius of 12 meters.

